Abstract. The aim of this paper is to highlight a hitherto unknown computational aspect of Nonstandard Analysis. Recently, a number of nonstandard versions of Gödel's system T have been introduced ([2, 9, 12]), and it was shown in [27] that the systems from [2] play a pivotal role in extracting computational information from proofs in Nonstandard Analysis. It is a natural question if similar techniques may be used to extract computational information from proofs not involving Nonstandard Analysis. In this paper, we provide a positive answer to this question using the nonstandard system from [9] . This system validates so-called non-standard uniform boundedness principles which are central to Kohlenbach's approach to proof mining ([14]). In particular, we show that from classical and ineffective existence proofs (not involving Nonstandard Analysis but using weak König's lemma), one can 'automatically' extract approximations to the objects claimed to exist.
Introduction
The aim of this paper is to highlight a hitherto unknown computational aspect of Nonstandard Analysis. In two words, we show how the nonstandard system introduced in [9] can be used to extract computational information from proofs not involving Nonstandard Analysis. We provide more details in the next section.
1.1.
A new computational aspect of Nonstandard Analysis. Recently, a number of nonstandard versions of Gödel's system T have been introduced ( [2, 9, 12] ), based on Nelson's internal set theory ( [21] ). Using the systems from [2] , an algorithm was formulated in [27] which allows for the extraction of computational information from proofs of theorems from 'pure' Nonstandard Analysis, i.e. formulated solely with nonstandard definitions (of continuity, convergence, differentiability, compactness, et cetera). Note that the results from [27] are not needed for this paper, but merely serve as a motivation or starting point.
Intuitively speaking, the algorithm from [27, §3.5] produces a proof of the 'constructive' version of the theorem at hand (if possible), or the associated equivalence from Reverse Mathematics (See [28, 29] for the latter) otherwise. Here, the word 'constructive' may be interpreted either in the mainstream sense 'effective', or the foundational sense of Bishop's Constructive Analysis; Both cases are treated in [27] . We believe our aims to be best further illustrated by way of an example, as follows. Example 1.1. Assuming basic familiarity with Nelson's internal set theory, we consider the following theorem: A uniformly continuous function on the unit interval is Riemann integrable there. The previous theorem formulated with the nonstandard definitions of continuity and integration is:
(∀f : R → R) (∀x, y ∈ [0, 1])[x ≈ y → f (x) ≈ f (y)]
(1.1)
n , where t is a term from the original language, i.e. not involving Nonstandard Analysis. In [27, §3.1] it is shown how a proof of the nonstandard version of (1.1) can be converted into a proof of the effective version (1.2); Furthermore, the term t in (1.2) can be 'read off' from the proof of (1.1). Finally, an algorithm is formulated in [27, §3.5] which converts the proof of a theorem of pure Nonstandard Analysis, like (1.1), into the proof of associated effective version, like (1.2), and also extracts the required term t.
In light of the previous example from [27] , we observe it is possible to extract computational information from certain proofs in Nonstandard Analysis. It is then a natural question if similar techniques may be used to extracted computational information from proofs not involving Nonstandard Analysis. In this paper, we provide a positive answer to this question. The nonstandard system M, introduced by Ferreira-Gaspar in [9] and discussed in Section 1.2 below, plays a central role. As pointed out in [9, §1-2] , M validates so-called non-standard uniform boundedness principles which are central to Kohlenbach's approach to proof mining ( [14] ). Note that Kohlenbach uses the word 'non-standard' in [14] to refer to the non-classical status of the uniform boundedness principles.
As to methodology, we shall establish more 'non-standard' features of M in Section 1.4, which imply the equivalence between the usual ε-δ-definitions (of continuity, differentiability, convergence, et cetera) and the associated nonstandard definitions. Such an equivalence does not follow from the usual base theory or standard principles.
Thanks to the aforementioned equivalences, a proof of a mathematical theorem only involving ε-δ-definitions, gives rise to a proof of the associated nonstandard version in M. From the latter proof, computational information can be extracted using (substantial modifications of) the techniques from [27] . We treat the fundamental theorem of calculus as an example in Section 2.2, while further examples are treated in Section 4.1 and 4.3. In Section 2.3, we provide a general template for extracting computational information using M from a proof not involving Nonstandard Analysis (but weak König's lemma is allowed). In Section 3, we establish the limitations and scope of this template.
A particularly nice result is obtained in Section 4.2, namely that from certain classical existence proofs (not involving Nonstandard Analysis), one can 'automatically' extract approximations to the objects claimed to exist. If the object claimed to exist is unique, the approximations converge to the former. Examples which can be treated in this way are: The intermediate value theorem, the Weierstraß maximum theorem, the Peano existence theorem, and the Brouwer fixed point theorem (See [29, II.6 
and IV.2])
In conclusion, we shall use a system of 'non-standard' Nonstandard Analysis to extract computational information from proofs not involving Nonstandard Analysis.
1.2.
Internal set theory and its fragments. In this section, we discuss Nelson's internal set theory, first introduced in [21] , and its fragment M from [9] . In Nelson's syntactic approach to Nonstandard Analysis ( [21] ), as opposed to Robinson's semantic one ( [24] ), a new predicate 'st(x)', read as 'x is standard' is added to the language of ZFC, the usual foundation of mathematics. The notations (∀ st x) and (∃ st y) are short for (∀x)(st(x) → . . . ) and (∃y)(st(y) ∧ . . . ). A formula is called internal if it does not involve 'st', and external otherwise. The three external axioms Idealisation, Standard Part, and Transfer govern the new predicate 'st'; They are respectively defined 1 as:
(I) (∀ st fin x)(∃y)(∀z ∈ x)ϕ(z, y) → (∃y)(∀ st x)ϕ(x, y), for internal ϕ. (S) (∀x)(∃ st y)(∀ st z) [z ∈ x ∧ ϕ(z)] ↔ z ∈ y , for any ϕ. (T) (∀ st x)ϕ(x, t) → (∀x)ϕ(x, t), where ϕ is internal, t captures all parameters of ϕ, and t is standard. The system IST is (the internal system) ZFC extended with the aforementioned three external axioms; The former is a conservative extension of ZFC for the internal language, as proved in [21] .
In [9] , the authors study Gödel's system T extended with special cases of the external axioms of IST. In particular, they consider nonstandard extensions of the (internal) systems E-HA ω and E-PA ω , respectively Heyting and Peano arithmetic in all finite types and the axiom of extensionality. We refer to [2, §2.1] for the exact details of these (mainstream in mathematical logic) systems.
The results in [9] are inspired by those in [2] . In particular, the notion of finiteness central to the latter is replaced by the notion of strong majorizability. The latter notion and the associated system M is introduced in the next paragraph, assuming familiarity with the higher-type framework of Gödel's T (See e.g. [2, §2.1]).
The system M, a conservative extension of E-PA ω (See [9, Cor. 1]) is based on the Howard-Bezem notion of strong majorizability. We first introduce the latter and related notions. For more extensive background on strong majorizability, we refer to [14, §3.5] .
Definition 1.2.
[Majorizability] The strong majorizability predicate '≤ * ' is inductively defined as follows:
The superscript 'fin' in (I) means that x is finite, i.e. its number of elements are bounded by a natural number.
An object x ρ is called monotone if x ≤ * ρ x. The quantifiers (∀x ρ ) and (∃y ρ ) range over the monotone objects of type ρ, i.e. they are abbreviations for the formulas (∀x)(x ≤ * x → . . . ) and (∃y)(y ≤ * y ∧ . . . ).
As in [9 
The external induction axiom IA st is the following schema for any Φ:
(2) Realization R ω : For any internal ϕ, we have
Ferreira and Gaspar define the functional interpretation U st in [9, §2] (We introduce it in the proof of Corollary 1.6) and prove the following theorem for the system M ≡ E-PA
then there are closed monotone terms t of appropriate types such that
Proof. Immediate by [9, Theorem 1 and Corollary 1].
The notion of 'normal form' in this paper will always refer to a formula of the form (∀ st x)(∃ st y)ϕ(x, y) with ϕ internal, i.e. without 'st'. Note that normal forms are closed under modes ponens inside M. We now prove that normal forms are invariant under U st , modulo some strong majorizability predicates.
Proof. Clearly, if for ψ and Ψ as given we have 5) then the corollary follows immediately from the theorem. A tedious but straightforward verification using the clauses (1)- (7) 
For the remaining cases, if the interpretations for Φ and Ψ are given respectively by
where the internal formulas between square brackets are the corresponding lower U st -formulas. The previous clauses can be used to derive (modulo classical logic) the following interpretations:
Additionally, it is noted in [9, §3] that conjunction can be given the following interpretation:
Thus, let ψ be internal and consider the following formula
which yields that (∃y)(st(y) ∧ ψ(x, y)) Ust is exactly
Take F 0 and the associated f 0 as in (1.6), and define e 0 := f 0 (F 0 (f 0 )). Using the monotonicity of F 0 and f 0 and the transitivity of ≤ * , we obtain:
For the reverse implication in (1.7), for any monotone and standard F , take f, f ′ to be the function which is constant e 0 , the latter originating from the consequent of (1.7). In this way, we obtain (1.6) and an equivalence in (1.7). Next, note that
Finally, (∀x)(st(x) → (∃y)(st(y) ∧ ψ(x, y)) Ust is the formula
Now take some standard and monotone x 0 of the same type as the variable x and apply (1.8) to f 0 , the constant x 0 function. We obtain
which is exactly as required, and we are done.
In light of the previous theorem, normal forms are invariant under U st modulo some extra appearances of the strong majorizability predicate. As noted in [9, §2] , objects of type zero and one are strongly majorisable, and are thus not affected (much) by the aforementioned addition of the strong majorizability predicate. Thus, it seems the results from [27] could also go through for M as long the standard variables in the normal form are of low type. We shall make this more precise in the following sections.
Finally, as studied in [9, §4] , the bounded functional interpretation by Ferreira and Oliva from [11] can be seen as a nonstandard interpretation where the nonstandard part is concealed.
Notations in M.
In this section, we introduce notations relating to M.
First of all, we use the same notations as in [9] , some of which we repeat here.
), we also say that x 0 is 'infinite' (resp. finite) and write 'x 0 ∈ Ω'. Finally, a formula A is 'internal' if it does not involve st, and A st is defined from A by appending 'st' to all quantifiers (except bounded number quantifiers).
Secondly, we will use the usual notations for rational and real numbers and functions as introduced in [15, p. 
We freely make use of Kohlenbach's 'hat function' from [15, p. 289 ] to guarantee that every sequence f 1 can be viewed as a real. We also use the notation [x](k) := q k for the k-th approximation of real numbers. Two reals x, y represented by q (·) and r (·) are equal, denoted x = R y, if (∀n)(|q n − r n | ≤ 1 2 n ). Inequality < R is defined similarly and the subscript R is often omitted. Functions from reals to reals are represented by functionals Φ 1→1 such that
i.e. equal reals are mapped to equal reals. The property (RE) is abbreviated by Φ : R → R. We also write
X is assumed to be binary. Thirdly, we use the usual extensional notion of equality. Remark 1.9 (Equality). The system M includes equality between natural numbers '= 0 ' as a primitive. Equality '= τ ' for type τ -objects x, y is then defined as follows:
if the type τ is composed as τ ≡ (τ 1 → . . . → τ k → 0). In the spirit of Nonstandard Analysis, we define 'approximate equality ≈ τ ' as follows:
with the type τ as above. All systems under consideration include the axiom of extensionality for all ϕ ρ→τ as follows:
However, as noted in [2, p. 1973] , the so-called axiom of standard extensionality (E) st is problematic. The latter cannot be included in M for the same reason this axiom cannot be included in the systems from [2] . Finally, we always refer to (RE) from the previous remark as 'extensionality on the reals' to distinguish it from (E).
1.4. Non-standard Nonstandard Analysis in M. In this section, we prove some (mostly non-classical) basic theorems inside the system M. Theorem 1.10 (M). Every binary sequence is standard. The same holds for sequences of binary sequences. Every sequence α 1 which is standard for standard
Proof. Every binary sequence α 1 by definition satisfies α ≤ 1 11 . . . , and the latter implies α ≤ * 1 11 . . . by definition. As 11 . . . is standard (which follows from the fact that all recursor constants are standard), the second basic axiom of M implies that α is also standard. Similarly, every sequence of binary sequences is majorized by the sequence of sequences which outputs 11 . . . for every input. Finally, let α 1 be a sequence which is standard for standard indices. Define the (standard by the previous) binary sequence of sequences β 0→1 by β(n, m) = 1 if α(n) = m, and zero otherwise. Now apply mAC
It is now trivial to define the standard part of α using f and β.
Let WKL be the well-known weak König's lemma (See e.g. [29, IV] 
The same holds for any standard compact subspace of Baire space.
Proof. The first part is immediate as the theorem implies that every binary sequence is standard. As a standard compact subspace of Baire space is given by {f 1 : f ≤ 1 h 0 } for some fixed standard h 0 , the second part now follows in the same way as in the proof of the theorem. 
Unsurprisingly, (∃ 2 ) is inconsistent with Kohlenbach's uniform boundedness principles from [14, §12] , and M validates the latter principles as noted in [9, §1-2] .
From the Reverse Mathematics of weak König's lemma (See [29, IV] ), we know that uniform continuity and the existence of an upper bound are equivalent (for continuous functions on a compact space). Thus, the following theorem should not come as such a surprise in light of Corollary 1.12, although there is no continuity requirement.
Theorem 1.13 (M). Every standard ϕ
2 has a standard upper bound on Cantor space (or on any standard compact space).
Proof. The axiom MAJ ω st guarantees that every standard ϕ 2 has a standard majo-
. By definition, the latter formula implies that Theorem 1.14 (M). Every type two functional restricted to Cantor space which maps standard binary sequences to standard numbers, is standard.
Proof. For ϕ 2 as in the theorem, we have (∀f
, as every binary sequence is standard in M. Apply R ω to obtain a standard upper bound on ϕ(b(·)), say n 0 . Then it is easy to verify that ϕ(b(·)) ≤ * 2 n 2 0 , and since the latter constant function is standard, so is ϕ(b(·)) by the second basic axiom of M.
Note that the previous result is classically false and much stronger than the Standard Part principle of IST. Combining with Theorem 1.13, every type two functional which does not attain infinite values on the standard part of Cantor space, has a standard upper bound.
Finally, the system M proves the very useful overflow principle, which is not non-standard in nature.
Proof. As noted in [9, §2] , the axiom R ω implies the idealisation axiom. The latter is used in [2, Prop. 3.3] to prove overflow.
Proof mining using M
In this section, we establish two important features of the system M. First of all, we show that M allows us to extract computational information from proofs in Nonstandard Analysis, similar (but with significant modifications) to the results in [27] . Secondly, we show how the results from Section 1.4 allow us to extract computational information from proofs not involving Nonstandard Analysis, as explained in Section 1.1.
Mining a nonstandard proof. In this section, we study the statement CRI:
A uniformly continuous function on the unit interval is Riemann integrable. We shall extract a proof of the effective version (1.2) from a proof of the nonstandard version (1.1) of CRI inside M. In this way, we show that the techniques from [27] can work for the system M, with some non-trivial modification.
The previous observation is highly relevant for us, as the extraction of computational information from proofs and theorems not involving Nonstandard Analysis will still proceed by a detour via Nonstandard Analysis, as discussed in Section 1.1, and implemented in Section 2.2.
The relevant definitions of continuity and integration are as follows.
A modulus of uniform continuity outputs
) is the Riemann sum and and π is the mesh, i.e. the largest distance between two adjacent partition points x i and
Let CRI ns be the statement (∀f :
Theorem 2.3. From the proof of CRI ns in M a term t can be extracted such that E-PA ω proves CRI ef (t).
Proof. For completeness, we first show that CRI ns can be proved in M. A similar proof may be found in [25, 27] .
Given two partitions of the unit interval π = (0, t 0 , x 1 , t 1 , . . . , x M−1 , t M−1 , 1) and 
and note that the difference is infinitesimal in the below steps.
be the associated t i and t ′′ i with repetitions (corresponding to x ′′ i ) of the latter to obtain a list of length M ′′ . Then we have that
| is an infinitesimal due to the (uniform nonstandard) continuity of f and the definition of π, π ′ .
Hence, we obtain CRI ns inside M, from which we now derive CRI ef (t). To this end, we show that CRI ns can be brought into the normal form for applying Corollary 1.6. First of all, we resolve '≈' in the antecedent of CRI ns as follows:
Bringing all standard quantifiers in (2.6) outside the square brackets, we obtain:
Since the formula in square brackets in (2.7) is internal, we apply R ω and obtain
Since the formula in (big) square brackets is internal, we may apply mAC ω st and obtain a standard and monotone g 1 such that:
i.e. g is a modulus of continuity for f . Similarly, the consequent of CRI ns yields:
is the (internal) formula in square brackets; Let A(g, k, f ) be the (internal) formula in big square brackets in (2.11). Then CRI ns implies
in which the formula in square brackets is internal again. Note that we may omit the limitation to monotone g, since (2.11) also implies (2.6) without this monotonicity assumption. Thus, we obtain
Applying R ω to (2.14), we obtain
which yields, by the special structure of B and the definition of ≤ * 0 , that:
Applying Corollary 1.6 to (2.16), the system E-PA ω proves
for some term t from the original language. For a sequence g 1 , define the corresponding monotoneg byg(k) := max n≤k g(n) and note that g ≤ * g . Since ≤ * 0 is just ≤ 0 , the previous yields:
which is exactly CRI ef (u) for u(g, k ′ ) = t(g, k ′ ) by the definitions of A and B.
Note that the actual computation in CRI ef (t) only takes place on the modulus. Thanks to the previous theorem, we can define (inside E-PA ω ) the Riemann integral functional I(f, 0, x) which takes as input a continuous function f on [0, 1] and outputs
is the least partition point larger than x. To guarantee that I(f, 0, x) converges 'fast enough', one considers [I(f, 0, x)](t(g, k)) where g is a modulus of uniform continuity of f and t is the term from Theorem 2.3.
2.2.
Mining a standard proof. In this section, we treat the fundamental theorem of calculus (denoted FTC; See [23, §6] ), which states that differentiability and integration cancel each other out.
We shall obtain a proof of the effective version (2.19) of FTC from a proof of the latter in 'standard' mathematics, i.e. not involving Nonstandard Analysis. We shall accomplish this by taking the following 'detour' into Nonstandard Analysis: We prove in M that the 'usual' ε-δ-definition (of continuity, differentiability, et cetera) relative to 'st', is equivalent to the associated nonstandard definition. In this way, we observe that FTC st implies a nonstandard version of FTC, namely (2.25) below. To the latter, we apply the 'term extraction' techniques from the previous section to obtain the effective version (2.19) of FTC.
The previous paragraph highlights an advantage of M over the systems from [2] , namely that we can extract information from proofs not involving Nonstandard Analysis. By contrast, the systems from [2] were used in [27] to extract effective versions from proofs in Nonstandard Analysis. More examples are studied in Section 4, while a general template is introduced in Section 2.3.
We first study the first part of FTC which states that F ′ (x) = f (x) for continuous f such that F (x) := x a f (x)dx; We shall consider the following 'usual' version of FTC, which states that for all l 0 and f : R → R, we have st for any f : R → R and standard l 0 . We now derive the nonstandard definitions of (uniform) continuity and differentiability from the usual ε-δ-definitions relative to 'st' in M.
First of all, working in M, the definition of uniform ε-δ-continuity relative to 'st' implies the following:
. By Theorem 1.10, every binary sequence is standard in M, hence
Recall that the classical fact every real number has a binary expansion, can be proved in RCA 0 , a weak system of second-order arithmetic ( [13] ). Furthermore, the definition of f : R → R as in Definition 1.8, is such that for a real x and its binary expansion α, we have f (x) = R f (r(α)) as x = R r(α). Hence, (2.20) becomes:
which also implies that f is nonstandard uniformly continuous. Thus, we proved that continuity as in (2.3) st implies nonstandard continuity for any f : R → R.
Secondly, we can similarly prove that for standard l, the consequent of (2.18) relative to 'st', i.e. 
24) where the latter is just the consequent of (2.18) formulated with the nonstandard definition of differentiability. The formula (2.24) is easily seen to yield (2.23) in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 2.3, namely resolve '≈' and use R ω to bring all standard quantifiers outside.
Finally, putting the previous together, the proof of (2.18) st (for any f : R → R and standard l 0 ) yields
where A (resp. B) is the square-bracketed in (2.21) (resp. (2.23)). In the same way as in the proof of Theorem 2.3, one now brings (2.25) into normal form, and applying Corollary 1.6 yields FTC ef (t), and we are done.
Note that it is essential for the proof of the theorem that f is extensional for real numbers as in (RE). Indeed, the latter allows one to to pass from (2.20) to (2.21) via binary representations. Furthermore, while every binary sequence is standard in M, the latter only implies that every real number equals (in the sense of = R ) a standard number, but not that every real number is standard. Finally, it would be interesting to compare the complexity of the term from the previous theorem and the term extracted from the 'nonstandard' proof in [27, §3.3.3] .
In the following remark, we point out that the second part of FTC as formulated in [23, Theorem 6.21] can be treated similarly.
Remark 2.5 (Second part of FTC). The nonstandard, non-effective, and effective versions of the second part of FTC are as follows, using the same notion of differentiability as above. In particular, it is easy to verify that we would obtain:
l ] in the former case, i.e. a modulus of differentiability naturally emerges.
The inquisitive reader has no doubt noted that by the previous proof, M also proves that a pointwise (nonstandard or ε-δ relative to 'st') continuous function is uniformly nonstandard continuous, and therefore nonstandard Riemann integrable by the results in the previous section. In Section 3.1, we show that this fact does not contradict [29, IV.2.7] , which states that weak König's lemma (not available in E-PA ω ) is equivalent to the fact that a pointwise continuous function is Riemann integrable on the unit interval.
2.3. General template. In this section, we provide a general template for extracting computational information from a proof not involving Nonstandard Analysis. We will limit ourselves to a theorem T with a proof in E-PA ω +WKL. The motivation for the latter limitation is discussed at the end of this section.
(1) First of all, verify that E-PA ω + WKL ⊢ T implies that M ⊢ T in light of Corollary 1.11. (2) Secondly, verify that the ε-δ-definitions (of continuity, differentiability, etc) relative to 'st', are equivalent to their nonstandard versions in M; Let T * be T st with the former replaced by the latter.
(3) Thirdly, the definitions of common notions (such as continuity, differentiability etc) in Nonstandard Analysis can be brought into the 'normal form' (∀ st x)(∃ st y)ϕ(x, y), where ϕ is internal, i.e. does not involve 'st'. This can always be done in M. (4) Fourth, the aforementioned 'normal form' is closed under modes ponens:
Indeed, it is not difficult to show that an implication of the form:
can also be brought into the normal form (∀ st x)(∃ st y)ϕ(x, y). Hence, T * can be brought into normal form inside M. (5) Fifth, the normal form of T * , say (∀ st x)(∃ st y)ϕ(x, y), has exactly the right structure to yield the effective version of T , namely (∀x)ϕ(x, t(x)). In particular, we can apply Corollary 1.6 to the proof of the normal form (∀ st x)(∃ st y)ϕ(x, y) inside M. If x and y are of low enough type, the majorizability predicates '≤ * ' disappear, and we obtain (∀x)ϕ(x, t(x)).
In Section 3, we establish some limitations to the scope of the previous sketch. As will become clear, we should limit ourselves to theorems provable in E-PA ω + WKL concerning uniform notions (of continuity, differentiability, et cetera). The latter limitation is also suggested by the final step.
In Section 4.1, we apply the above template to theorems concerning convergence. In Section 4.2, we show how to extend our template to obtain approximations to objects stated to exist by (classical and ineffective) higher-order existence statements. Finally, in Section 4.3, we discuss a more general framework for the second step of the above template, namely the equivalence between the 'usual' and nonstandard definitions of mathematical notions, and apply it to the notion of open set and related notions.
Limitations of M
In the previous section, we discovered an advantage of M over the systems from [2] , namely that M may be used to extract computational information from standard proofs, i.e. not involving Nonstandard Analysis. In this section, we discuss three disadvantages of M compared to the systems from [2] .
Pointwise versus uniform definitions.
In this section, we show that for our purposes M is not suitable for studying theorems involving pointwise definitions (of e.g. continuity, differentiability, convergence, et cetera). In particular, we show that U st converts the pointwise definition of (nonstandard) continuity into uniform continuity. Hence, while we can prove theorems concerning pointwise continuity in M, the term extraction theorem (Theorem 1.5) converts them into theorems concerning uniform continuity anyway. Analogous results for differentiability and convergence are immediate.
Furthermore, pointwise nonstandard continuity (and convergence, differentiability, et cetera) involves a leading standard universal quantifier, and we shall obtain dual results for standard existential quantifiers. In particular, we show that U st converts the latter to the existence of rather trivial upper bounds in the case of real numbers and other higher-type objects.
First of all, we establish that M proves CRI ′ ns , where the latter is just CRI ns from Section 2.1 but with nonstandard pointwise continuity (instead of the uniform version (2.2)) as follows:
As in the proof of Theorem 2.4, we note that every real equals a standard real (given by a standard binary expansion). Hence, the leading 'st' in (3.1) may be dropped, and M ⊢ CRI ns now yields M ⊢ CRI ′ ns . Repeating the proof of Theorem 2.3 for the latter proof, we obtain that E-PA ω proves
n , As always, the devil is in the detail: We require the existence of a monotone modulus (of pointwise continuity) g in (3.2). Now, the definition of g(·, k) ≤ * 2 g(·, k) for fixed k is as follows:
i.e. g(·, k) is weakly increasing for weakly increasing input. Now suppose the real numbers x, y in (3.2) are represented by binary sequences as follows:
where r is as in the previous section and b(f )(k) := 0 if f (k) = 0 and 1 otherwise. Then if g is monotone, the associated version of (3.3) yields that g(11 . . . , ·) is a modulus of uniform continuity for f . In other words, a monotone modulus of pointwise continuity is just a modulus of uniform continuity in disguise. Hence, the interpretation U st translates pointwise nonstandard continuity (occurring in the antecedent) into uniform continuity, and the resulting formula (3.2) is nothing more than (1.2) in disguise.
Secondly, if pointwise (nonstandard) continuity (3.1) occurs positively in a theorem of M, then it gets translated by U st to
, where t is a term form the internal language, depending on the other (standard) variables in the theorem at hand. Using binary representation as in (3.4), we note that t provides a modulus of uniform continuity in exactly the same way. Note that the reason why we obtain uniform definitions (of continuity, differentiability et cetera) from U st and Corollary 1.6, is that the latter introduces majorizability predicates in such a way that a standard universal quantifier gives rise to (∀x)(∀x ′ ≤ * x) . . . and the bound for the associated existential quantifier only depends on x, not x ′ .
Thus, we have shown that pointwise definitions (of continuity, convergence, . . . ) are translated to uniform definitions by U st . In other words, it does not seem to make much sense for our purposes to study theorems involving these pointwise notions using M. Now, nonstandard pointwise definitions involve a leading standard universal quantifiers, and the previous results 'dually' imply that standard existential quantifiers only result in an upper bound (in terms of majorization) when interpreted by U st . For real numbers and other higher-type objects, this upper bound provides little information, as illustrated by the following example. 
, where t is a term from the language which provides a finite sequence of witnesses. Clearly, this finite sequence does not provide much information about the actual fixed point.
In conclusion, we should limit our scope to theorems involving uniform definitions (of continuity, differentiability, convergence, et cetera) and avoid existence statements involving standard higher-type objects. Nonetheless, we establish in Section 4.2 that M may be used to obtain approximations to objects claimed to exist by existential statements, using nothing more than a classical proof of the latter.
Theorems implying arithmetical comprehension.
In this section, we study the suitability of M for the extraction of computational information from theorems implying (the nonstandard version of) arithmetical comprehension. In particular, we show that the approach from [26, 27] does not work, thereby exposing another disadvantage of M.
In more detail, explicit 5 equivalences involving arithmetical comprehension (∃ 2 ) are obtained in [27, §4.1] and [26] as follows: For internal ϕ, the equivalence Π 0 1 -TRANS ↔ (∀ st x)(∃ st y)ϕ(x, y) is brought into normal form, and term extraction is applied to obtain terms s, u validating the following explicit implications:
where MU(µ) is the formula in square brackets in the following formula
which is also called Feferman's non-constructive search operator and is equivalent to (∃ 2 ) by [15, Prop. 3.9] . By way of example, the results in [26] suggest that all theorems from the Reverse Mathematics zoo ( [7] ) can be classified as in (3.5).
The technique sketched just now involving Π 
. 5 
An implication (∃Φ)A(Φ) → (∃Ψ)B(Ψ) is explicit if there is a term t in the language such that additionally (∀Φ)[A(Φ) → B(t(Φ))], i.e. Ψ can be explicitly defined in terms of Φ.
Proof. Note that Π 0 1 -TRANS has the following normal form:
and hence the assumption of the theorem implies that M proves
and applying Corollary 1.6 finishes the proof.
By the previous theorem, U st translates Π 0 1 -TRANS into the existence of a monotone non-constructive search operator, which however does not exist. Indeed, the proof of [14, Prop. 3 .70] implies that (µ 2 ) is not even majorisable. In other words, the final formula in Theorem 3.2 is vacuously true.
In conclusion, we observe that the approach from [27 3.3. System M and the fan functional. In Section 3.1, we showed that for our purposes the study of pointwise notions (of e.g. continuity) in M is not very useful. In this section, we willy-nilly attempt this study, and in the process obtain a 'no go theorem' similar to Theorem 3.2 at the level of weak König's lemma. Now, the study of pointwise notions is indeed tempting, as discussed now. Secondly, Dini's theorem was studied in [27, §4.3] , resulting in a term t which constitutes a modulus of uniform convergence, taking as input the moduli of (pointwise) continuity and (pointwise) convergence and the fan functional. The latter provides a modulus of uniform continuity for (pointwise) continuous functionals on Cantor space (See [22, §4] and (3.6) Thirdly, all terms in Gödel's T have canonical interpretations in the typed structure of the Kleene-Kreisel countable functionals (See [22, §2] for the latter) and this interpretation provides canonical associates. Thus, in Kleene's second model (See e.g. [1, §7.4, p. 132]), for a term t of Gödel's T and Φ the fan functional, t(Φ) can be computed by evaluating the associate for t on the associate for Φ.
The previous remark suggests that we may extract information which is computable modulo the fan functional from theorems implying weak König's lemma. Although the latter states the existence of non-computable objects, there is a technical way of computing values of the fan functional, i.e. the obtained computational information does not 'really' depend on a non-computable oracle.
We now show that the approach sketched in the previous remark does not work in M. To this end, recall that the fan functional Ω 3 is defined as: 6) where the formula in square brackets is denoted MUC(Ω). We also define MUC ns as
Note that ψ is assumed to be pointwise continuous. 
Proof. Clearly, (3.7) implies (using classical logic) that
and applying R ω yields
where A(ψ, N ) is the formula in square brackets. Then MUC ns → (∀ st x 0 )(∃ st y 0 )ϕ(x, y) implies the following normal form:
and the theorem follows.
By the previous theorem, U st translates MUC ns into the existence of a monotone fan functional, which however does not exist ; Indeed, as noted in [10, p. 42] , the fan functional is not even majorisable, and we observe that (3.8) gives rise to a vacuously true statement. This problem remains when one replaces MUC ns in (3.8) by other nonstandard principles implying weak König's lemma, as we show now. In particular, we consider the Standard part principle for Cantor space
which is easily seen to imply weak König's lemma relative to 'st'.
Corollary 3.5. For internal ϕ, applying Corollary 1.6 to
yields a vacuous truth.
Proof. First of all, STP is (easily seen to be) equivalent to the following:
in which one immediately recognises the fan theorem, i.e. the classical contraposition of weak König's lemma. Now, (3.10) is equivalent to the normal form:
where B(g, k, α) is the formula in outermost square brackets. Hence, (3.9) implies
and applying Corollary 1.6 yields a term such that E-PA ω proves
, then the binary tree T is not taller than Ξ(h) (1) . In other words, we obtain the following explicit version of the fan theorem
noting that Ξ(·) (1) is also monotone. Clearly, (3.13) implies weak König's lemma assuming QF-AC 1,0 . By the results in [16, §4] , weak König's lemma implies that every ϕ 2 ∈ C has a so-called associate α 1 , i.e. we have
The reduction in quantifier complexity afforded by associates (rather than the usual definition of continuity), allows us to define a tree as follows: σ ∈ T α ↔ α(σ) = 0 where α is an associate for ϕ ∈ C. Hence, we may conclude that Ξ as in (3.13) is 'almost' the fan functional in that it works on associates of functionals (rather than the functionals themselves). However, since every ϕ ∈ C has an associate (thanks to weak König's lemma), the functional Ξ cannot be majorisable (let alone monotone), and we obtain that (3.12) is a vacuous truth.
Finally, we show that while Theorem 1.13 already is in normal form, it does not yield a 'supremum functional' as one would perhaps hope (or fear, as such a functional is not available in E-PA ω ).
Corollary 3.6. Applying Corollary 1.6 to Theorem 1.13, we obtain a triviality.
Proof. X
In conclusion, we have established that the approach from [27, §4] involving the fan functional (and certain variations) does not work in M.
Proof mining using M bis
In this section, we provide more examples of how to extract computational information from proofs not involving Nonstandard Analysis. In particular, we show in Section 4.2 that from certain classical and ineffective existence proofs, one can 'automatically' extract approximations to the objects claimed to exist. We show that if the object claimed to exist is unique, the approximation converges to it. 4.1. Theorems involving convergence. In this section, we show how the template sketched in Section 2.3 may be used to extract computational information from theorems involving convergence.
First of all, we study the uniform limit theorem (See [20, Theorem 21.6]), which states that if a sequence of continuous functions uniformly converges to another function, the latter is also continuous. In light of Section 3.1, we shall study the uniformly continuous case; We will extract the effective version from a proof not involving Nonstandard Analysis. Nonstandard convergence is defined as follows.
Hence, we have the following nonstandard version.
Let ULC denote the statement that a sequence of uniformly continuous functions uniformly converges to another function, the latter is also uniformly continuous. Let C(f, g, S) be the statement that f is uniformly continuous on S with modulus g and let D(f n , f, h, S) be the statement that h is a modulus of uniform convergence for f n → f on S, i.e. h does not depend on the choice of point in S. Let ULC ef (t) denote the statement that for all f, f n : R → R, g 2 n , and h 1 we have
We have the following theorem.
Theorem 4.3. From a proof of ULC in E-PA ω , a term t can be extracted such that E-PA ω proves ULC ef (t).
Proof. First of all, it is straightforward to prove ULC inside E-PA ω , yielding a proof of ULC st in M. To obtain ULC ns from this standard statement, strengthen the antecedent to nonstandard uniform continuity and convergence (which is trivial) and strengthen the consequent to nonstandard uniform continuity (in the same way as for Theorem 2.4).
Secondly, for completeness, we directly prove ULC ns in M. To this end, let f and f n be as in the antecedent of ULC ns . Now fix standard x, 0 y 0 ∈ [0, 1] such that x 0 ≈ y 0 . By assumption, we have (
, which implies the nonstandard uniform continuity of f . Alternatively, ULC ns can be proved in E-PA ω st by proving overflow using induction rather than idealisation.
Thirdly, we show that ULC ns can be brought into the right normal form for applying Corollary 1.6. Making explicit all standard quantifiers in the first conjunct in the antecedent of ULC ns , we obtain:
Bringing the standard quantifiers to the front as much possible, this becomes
Since the formula in square brackets is internal, we may apply R ω to obtain
For brevity let A(·) be the formula in big square brackets. Similarly, the second conjunct of the antecedent of ULC ns yields
, where B(·) is the formula in big square brackets. Lastly, the consequent of ULC ns , which is just the nonstandard uniform continuity of f , implies
, where E(·) is the formula in big square brackets. The monotonicity of g, h is again not relevant, hence we drop this condition. We may also drop the 'st' predicates on the universal quantifiers in the antecedent. Hence, ULC ns implies that
Bringing all standard quantifiers to the front, we obtain
where the formula in big(gest) square brackets is internal. Applying R ω to the underlined quantifier alternation in (4.2), we obtain
As (4.3) was proved in M, Corollary 1.6 tells us that E-PA ω proves
where t is a term in the language of E-PA ω . Define s(g (·) , h, k ′′ ) := t( g (·) ,h, k ′′ ) as in (2.17) and note that (4.4) yields ULC ef (s).
There is a constructive version of the uniform limit theorem in Bishop's Constructive Analysis (See [6, Prop. 1.12, p. 86]).
The uniform limit theorem serves as an example of the class of theorems (involving convergence in the antecedent) which can be treated using the template described in Section 2.3. We now consider the following more challenging theorem, which is [23, Theorem 7.17, p. 152] and moreover contains convergence in the consequent. We now show that the usual ε-δ-definition of convergence (relative to 'st') is equivalent to the nonstandard one in M. Note that we use the 'real' version of convergence related to 'lim ε→0 ' instead of 'lim n→∞ '. and real x, we have
, and using minimisation 7 , there is a least such N . By assumption, this N cannot be infinite, and is therefore finite, i.e.
and we obtain the right-hand side of (4.5), even with the right-most 'st' dropped.
For the reverse implication in (4.5), the right-hand side of the latter implies
By Theorem 1.10, every binary sequence is standard in M, and (4.7) becomes
However, every (standard or nonstandard) real ξ 1 also has a standard binary expansion α 1 such that ξ = R r(α), yielding x ξ = R x r(α) by (RE). Hence, (4.8) implies
Let ULD be Theorem 4.4 formulated with the uniform version of differentiability and the notion of limit 'lim ε→0 ' instead of 'lim n→∞ '; Let ULD ef (t) and ULD ns be the obvious effective and nonstandard versions. In light of Theorem 4.5, a proof of ULD not involving Nonstandard Analysis gives rise to a proof of ULD ns . The following corollary is thus immediate. Corollary 4.6. From a proof of ULD in E-PA ω , a term t can be extracted such that E-PA ω proves ULD ef (t).
Proof. Follow the template sketched in Section 2.3. Note that the normal form of convergence is given by (4.6).
In the previous corollary, we made use of the notion of convergence related to 'lim ε→0 ', as we do not know how to prove a version of (4.5) for the notion of convergence related to 'lim n→∞ '.
Approximations via M.
In this section, we show that from certain classical and ineffective existence proofs, we can 'automatically' extract approximations to the objects claimed to exist, thanks to M. We also show that if the object claimed to exist is unique, the approximation converges to it. Note that Wattenberg has hinted at the possibility of this kind of results in [31] . First of all, we treat the Weierstraß maximum theorem, which is the statement that every continuous function on the unit interval attains its maximum. In light of Section 3.1, we must limit ourselves to uniformly continuous functions. Thus, let WEI be the statement that for all f such that (2.3), we have (∃x [15, Prop. 3.14] . In other words, we cannot do much better than the following approximate version from the computable point of view.
Theorem 4.7. From a proof of WEI in E-PA ω + WKL, a term t can be extracted such that E-PA ω proves WEI app (t).
Proof. Clearly, a proof of WEI in E-PA ω + WKL yields a proof of WEI st in M as the latter proves WKL st by Corollary 1.11. Next, we show that WEI st implies the following nonstandard version of WEI in M:
where it is implicitly assumed that q 0 codes a rational number. As in the proof of Theorem 2.4, uniform ε-δ-continuity relative to 'st' (as in the antecedent of WEI st ) is equivalent to nonstandard uniform continuity. On the other hand, the consequent of
, and continuity (of the ε-δ-variety relative to 'st') implies that
, and we trivially obtain that
Since all binary sequences are standard in M by Theorem 1.10, for every real y ∈ [0, 1], there is a standard 10) and (4.9) is seen to follow from WEI st . Clearly, the consequent of (4.9) is in normal form, and the entire implication can be brought into normal form in the same way as for CRI ns in the proof of Theorem 2.3. To make sure a useful term is extracted, modify (4.10) to the following equivalent normal form
Applying term extraction (via Corollary 1.6) to (4.9) with this modified consequent, yields a term t providing an upper bound n 0 on the code for q 0 and l 0 . Let s output that q 0 with code at most n 0 such that [f (q)](n 0 ) is maximal. Then E-PA ω proves WEI app (s) and we are done.
Let WEI(t)! be WEI with the condition that f has at most one maximum, i.e.
and the extra conclusion that the maximum of f is given by x 0 = (t(g, 2 g(·) )).
Corollary 4.8. The system E-PA ω + WKL proves WEI(t)!, where t is the term from the theorem.
Note that unique existence theorems have also been considered in the context of constructive Reverse Mathematics (See [5] ).
We emphasise that the results in the previous theorem and corollary are not necessarily surprising or deep in and of themselves, especially in light of known results in proof mining such as [14, 17, 18] . What is in our opinion interesting and surprising is that (i) the original proof does not involve Nonstandard Analysis and is ineffective, and (ii) the proof of Theorem 4.7 provides a template which can be applied to existence statements provable in WKL 0 . For instance, the previous proof immediately generalises to the theorems in the following example. 
The Peano existence theorem. The latter relative to 'st' has consequent
, where P is a polynomial. (3) The Brouwer fixed point theorem. The latter relative to 'st' has consequent (
As show in [15, §3] , a functional computing any of the objects from these three theorems, also computes the Turing jump functional, i.e. approximations are the best we can do in general. However, in the special case the object claimed to exist is unique (like in Corollary 4.8 or the supremum of a continuous function), our approximations do converge to the unique solution.
In general, the so-called Big Five category of theorems equivalent to WKL 0 is perhaps the largest collection of mathematical theorems in Reverse Mathematics. Furthermore, the Reverse Mathematics of WWKL 0 , the latter a subsystem of WKL 0 , includes the development of measure theory (See [29, X.1]). In other words, the template provided by the proof of Theorem 4.7 is quite general.
So far, we have not discussed the complexity of the terms t extracted from proofs in M. For instance, in Theorem 4.7, the 'input' proof does not take place in Nonstandard Analysis, and it is a natural question if we can obtain 'more efficient' terms t from proofs in M which do explicitly exploit techniques from Nonstandard Analysis. Now, more efficient terms are usually based on short(er) proofs in proof mining (See e.g. [14, §12] ), and we provide an example of a 'very short' proof in M. ) . Bringing all standard quantifiers outside (using again R ω ), we obtain that M proves the normal form of (4.14). Applying Corollary 1.6 to the modification involving (4.11), now yields the same conclusion as in the theorem.
4.3.
Equivalence between standard and nonstandard definitions. In this section, we discuss the second step in the template from Section 2.3, namely the equivalence between standard and nonstandard definitions in M. We shall obtain a general criterion for when such an equivalence holds, and apply this criterion to the definition of open sets. Analogous to Definition 1.8, a set of reals U ⊆ R is given by a functional f Proof. Let U be as in the right-hand side of (4.16) and resolve '≈' to obtain: (∀ st x 1 ∈ U )(∀y 1 )(∃ st N 0 )(|x − y| < 1 N → y ∈ U ). Now apply R ω to obtain (∀ st x 1 ∈ U )(∃ st M 0 )(∀y 1 )(∃N 0 ≤ M )(|x − y| < 1 N → y ∈ U ), which immediately implies the left-hand side of (4.16). For the forward implication, assume the left-hand side of (4.16), which implies (∀ st x 1 ∈ U )(∃ st n 0 )(∀ st y 1 )(|x − y| < 1 n+1 → y ∈ U ) (4.17)
Now fix standard x 0 ∈ U and let n 0 be the associated number as in (4.17) . Then for any y > x 0 (The case y < x 0 is treated analogously) such that |x 0 − y| < The generalisation of the previous theorem to more general (topological) spaces is now straightforward, especially in light of [19, Definition 3.1.6] . Furthermore, since fundamental mathematical notions like connectedness, compactness, and continuity can be defined in terms of open sets, it is straightforward to prove that the aforementioned notions immediately imply the associated nonstandard definitions, when working in M (as we established above for continuity). In turn, theorems dealing with these notions can be treated using the template from Section 2.3.
